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The study of ultra-relativistic heavy ion interactions

may Drovide a unique glimpse of matter as it may have appear-

ed in the early universe. This hot dense matter very probably

appears as a quark-gluon plasma which expands and cools into

hadronic matter. The theoretical issues which may be tested

by experimentally studying this matter have been extensively

discussed in the literature, and I shall not discuss them

here.

The collisions of ultra-relativistic heavy ions, E,N >

1 TeV/nucleon are most interesting, since, at these energies,

matter is produced at sufficiently high energy density that

a quark-gluon plasma has a good chance to form. Very heavy

ions are also mort interesting since th<"? matter forms in a

larger volume than for light ions, and the matter is at a

somewhat higher energy density. At ver> high energies with

very he-wy ion? there is gre?t- flexibility in the experimental

signals which might be studied, as wel L as Lht r.tture of the

r.attei v:hich Ls produced. ' The fragmentation region and

centra legion provide different environments where a plasma

might form. The fo_iner is baryon rich while the centra] re ion

is high temperature w_Li_h low baryon number density and is net

accessible e::cept at very high energies.

The usa of very hpavy ions minimizes cjr. termination of

a produced quaik-gluon plasm., by surface radiation. Such

radiation reduces the lifetime of the plasma and may inhibit

thermalization. Th^s rontam.i nction is by nc mean:.- a trivial

eflect, and its magnitude is in dispute. L?rge baryon number
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decreases the surface to volume ratio for a produced plasma

and reduces this effect. The energy density of the plasma

also increases with A. In the fragmentation region, the

increase is ~ A , and in the central region might approach

a constant for large enough A, or might grow as A or A .

The pressing experimental issues for ultra-relativistic

nuclear collisions are whether the conditions necessary for

the formation of a plasma may be induced, and how a plasma

might be probed and diagnosed. The meager data available from

cosmic ray experimants provide some hint that exciting new

phenomena may take place in these collisions, but the results

are as yet too scarce to seriously constrain speculation.

In spite of this lack of data, a reasonable theoretical scenario

for ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions has been abstracted

from knowledge of high energy hadroa-p^dron and hadren-nucleus

3 — 8
collisions. The production . id pro;j.Tties -̂ f a quark-gluon

plasmc have been di^_J.~3ed ;J rhin this rramework, and experi-

mental probes have been presented which provide ?. qualitative

and semi-quantitative analytical framework. All theoretical

studies o£ thes^ collisions sugoust that in ultra-rele.tivi^tic

collisions c E very heavy ions such as urni.ium energy, densities

in excess o" 10 times nuclear mattar energy density ar..r pro-

duced, an^ there is tirae for kinetic equilibrium This energy

density is quite p^-obaoly enough to produce a quark-gluon

plasma. Due to the exploratory nature of this field, experi-

ments should of course br? discussed with a flexible and of in

mind. After all, a new region of physical systems mighc be
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studied in a range of energy densities of 10-100 times that

about which there is any experimental input. Although dramatic

signals for the existence of a quark-gluon plasma might arise,

an equally likely possibility is that convincing evidence for

a plasma will only appear after a good deal of combined,

systematic effort by theorists and experimentalists.

In most treatments of ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions,

the interaction of the nuclei in the initial stages of the

collision when the quark-gluon plasma might be produced is

usually treated as a quasi-incoherent sum of nucl^on-nucleon

interactions. Some coherence may be allowed for in such treat-

ments by incxuding shielding effects which might modify the

dependence of the amount of natter formation on the nuclear

baryon number as formation proceeds from the fragmentation

region to the central reaion.

If ir.at.ter formation proceeds incoherently, a fixed impact

parameter mxght be easily identified. At a fixed impact par-

ameter, a fixed number of nucleons interact. Since fluctuations

are small, the total luultiplicity as well as the degree of

nuclear disintegration ure well defined functions cf impact

pa, _:neter.

If impact parameter is well defined, tie stu^y >f ultra-

re] ativir»tic nuciear collisions might be facilitated by con-

sidering "heart-on" collisions, t) i lfm, wnich is - 1/2% of all

Uranium-Urar.ium collisions. Head-on collisi >r,s produce thr

highest multiplicities, and are conceptually simpler than

grazing collisions. We shall dircuss head-on collisions of very
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heavy nuclei in the remainder o£ this report.

The standard "new scenario", which works at low ener-

gies, and might apply up to intermediate energies of perhaps

9-1210-15 GeV/N. We shall soon consider a non-standard

scenario for which fluctuations are a little larger. A first

function of ultra-relativistic heavy ion experiments is to verify

or rule out various models of f-ht collision dynamics. These

experiments may illuminate our understanding of the space-

time structure of hadronic processes.

In the eld standard scenario, which is presumably valid

at lo'* energies, a nuclear collision is must simply analyzed

in the center-of-inass frame. In this franv, the nuclei

a pi- oach ont another with energies E , /2 and are Lorentz

ccrtraeted _J a i< .rigJ '.uri inal ler.gt'. R/, where , is the I.orent/

boost factor to the cr ter-of-mass frame and R is th- nuclear-

radius. This situation is shown in Fig. (1). When tn> se two

nuclei strike one another, it is assumed they come to rest

in the cer.ter-of-mass fra.ae. The longitudinal size is taken

to be 2J!/Y, although there are certainly factors of two un-

.artainty in this longitudinal size scale. This situation

is shovn in Fig. (2). m e energy censity achieved is

„ _ 1 Ecm 2A 2
E - ?77 2 ^ V~ = Y -•.-..m.

v-here the factors in Eq. (1; a.e V as the nuclear /olume and

p as i.he density of nuclear rnat'er. This confi.gu a*-.i'.p of
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compressed hadronic provides initial conditions for hydro-

dynamic equations which describe the time evolution of the

hadron matter distribution. This model has two distinguish-

ing factors which ultra-relativistic collisions could explore.

The energy density E does net scale with beam energy due to

2
the factor of T in Eq. (1), and the rapidity density of

baryonic charge, baryons minus anti-baryons, is spread almost

uniformly throughout the kin^-.iatically allowed range of rap-

idity (Fig. (3)).

The old scenario is probably valid up to some energy at

which the effects of nuclear transparency become important.

This energy has been estimated to be Ecm - 5GeV/nuc] _ ,»i by

Goldhaber, and energy densities E ~ l-2GeV/fm , might be

achieved before transparency is significant. '

When the nuclei ' ecorae transparent, the energy density

doe1 not suddenly decrease, but simply approaches a limiting

constant, and Er. (1) is no longer valid. The limiting energy

density is presumably clos° to that given by Eq. (1) at the

maximum enc-gy before transparency occars, and explicit comp-

utations give energv densities E - 2GeV/fm for the fragment-

ation region of the U-U collisions.

The new scenario combines particle production and Lor-

entz time dilation effects to produce a picture of nucleus-

nucleus collisions which incorporates scaling and nuclear

transparency. Nuclear transparency is a well established

featv? of hadron-nucleus interactions. An incident hadron
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easily punches through a target nucleus and suffers little

momentum loss. The distribution of hadrons produced in the

projectile fragmentation region is strikingly similar to

that of hadron-hadron collisions. The distribution of part-

icles produced in hadron-nucleus collisions, of course, app-

roximately scales.

In the new scenario, the Lorentz contracted nuclei app-

14
roach one another with a limiting thickness of Ifm. This

limiting thickness arises because the valence nucleons in the

nuclei couple to low longitudinal momentum degrees of free-

dom, and these dec,roes of freedom contract -o a thickness

t ~ 1/p" ~ lfm. The valenco nucleoiis are very energetic and

contract to t ~ R/; where y is of the order of i .

When the two nuclei pass through one another, the low

momentum virtual hadr^nic degrees of freedom of the nuclei

materialize. This presumably happens in a natural hadronic

time scale. At - lfm. The valence nucleons and higher mom-

entum virtaal hadrons pass through one another since, in their

own rest frames, a hadronic time At ~ lfm has not passed. New

matter forms as soon as this matter has had a time of lfm to

materialize in its rest frame. There is therefore a formation

zone which is moving towards the valence nucleons (Fig. 4).

In the center-of-mass frame the time of formation and its pos-

ition are correlated with longitudinal momentum since t - x ~ P"

As time evolves the formation zone approaches the nucleus since

the particle is a distance ~ lfm from the nucleus in its own
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rest frame Axc.m. ~ 1/P" ~ 1/t. At a time t .. x ,. Ecm,

the forming matter catches the projectile and target nuclei

and the nuclei fragment.

This description of matter formation is called the in-

14
side-outside cascade. The name follows from the picture

described above where low momentum matter forms in the region

inside the two nuclei and proceeds outward to catch and

fragment them. This cascade structure is a consequence of

time dilation and the soft nature of hadronization. The

inside-outside cascade very generally describes hadronic

interactions and has applications for jets in e e collisions,

hadron-hadron, and hadron-nucleus collisions.

The initial energy density of matter produced in nuclear

collisions may be estimated using this simple space-time

picture. We know the space-time points at which matter first

materializes in these collisions. If we assume that the

matter materializes as it does in a pp collision and take an

incoherent sum over A protons distributed in the nuclei, the

initial matter distribution is determined. This assumption

might have to be slightly modified in the central rapidity

region since shielding or anti-shielding effects might rescale

the matter formation by a factor of A " 1 ' 3 - A 1' 3. 8 Within

the uncertainties of this effect, the central region energy

density immediately after formation is expected to be E

1-10 GeV/fm in the central region,3"5 and E " 1-2 GeV/fm3 in

7 — 8
the fragmentation region for very heavy ions such as uranium.



The distribution of this matter as it forms provides

5 8 15
initial conditions for hydrodynamic equations. ' ' These

equations assume isentropic expansion and only involve the

relationship between energy density and pressure. Since

energy density and pressure may be computed using lattice

Monte-Carlo methods, the time evolution of the hadronic

matter may be computed with present day technology. The

assumption of isentropic expansion is expected to be good as

long as the hadronic matter does not expand through a first

order phase transition. With a first order transition, matter

expands approximately isentropically until it passes through

the transition where large scale density fluctuations and

metastable configurations may invalidate hydrodynamics.

These phenomena are discussed later, and may provide signals

of plasma formation.

Assuming isentropic expansion, Bjorken has sh wn that

dN/dy is invariant in the central region. The measurement

of this quantity allows a determination of the energy density

at early stages in the collision when the matter first forms.

This follows by assuming Ay ~ 1 corresponds to Ax" _ lfm, as

is the case for an inside-outside cascade, and that the

typical transverse momentum of particles when they are pro-

duced is greater than or of the order of inelastically produced

particles in hadron-hadron collisions. As shown by Gyulassy,

for a head-on collision
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1 dN

dy ( 2 )

There is data which strongly suggests that energy dens-

ities E > 3GeV/fm have been achieved in nucleus-nucleus coll-

isions. The JACEE cosmic ray collaboration has observed a

4-5TeV/nucleon Si-AgBr collision. The central region multi-

plicity is dN/dy ~ 200, and a simple estimate gives E ~

3GeV/fm . (If the transition is first order, this analysis

fails, but a quark-gluon plasma would have been produced.)

This result strongly suggests that energy densities sufficient

for the formation of a plasma exist in ultra-relativistic

nuclear collisions. Extrapolation of this energy densicy to

collisions of uranium at CBA give E - 6GeV/fm , which is 50

times that of nuclear matter.

A clear signal which distinguishes the new scenario from

the old, in addition to scaling, is dN/dy for baryons minus

anti-baryons. This distribution has the double humped struct-

ure of Fig. (5) in the new scenario, and the width of the

nuclear fragmentation region is Ay ~ ln(2A ' ) 3 units. The

pion distribution does not clearly distinguish the old and

new pictures, but the A dependence of dN/dy must be known to

make reasonable hydrodynamical models and to extrapolate to

obtain energy densities in uranium collisions. Detailed

features of specific models of inelastic particle production,

such as the dual unitarization model or reggeon calculus,
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are also tested by such A dependencies. The possibilities

for dN/dy of pions is shown in Fig. (6) .

In both the old and new scenarios, nucleon-nucleon

interactions were assumed incoherent and fluctuations were

therefore small. The Low-Nussinov model of hadron-hadron

18 13

interactions, generalized to nucleus-nucleus interactions,

provides a counter example to these scenarios. Nucleus-nucleus

collisions appear in close correspondence to hadron-hadron

collisions within this model. In hadron-hadron collisions,

there are large fluctuations event by event. Diftractive

dissociation also may take place when a hadron projectile or

target becomes excited with little or no particle production

outside the fragmentation region. These phenomena have their

counterpart in the Low-Nussinov model of nuclear collision..;.

In this model, the nucleons in each nucleus change their

color charge by a random walk in color space as they pass through

one another. A straightforward analysis shows that the fluctua-

tions in this model are of order A which is larger than A

fluctuations for incoherent nucleon-nucleon interactions-

the amount of pair production in any event is a function of

the charge squared of the nuclei, the fluctuations in multi-

plicity are large. These particles are pair produced by the

two Lorentz contracted nuclei as they fly apart, and the comp-

utation of pair production is similar to that in QED for pair
19production in the presence of capacitor plates. A string

picture arises entirely as a consequence of the 1 dimensional
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geometry. Events which mock up diffractive dissociation

appear when the two nuclei pass through one another and no

local color charging takes place. The nuclei fragment, but

there is no charge density to generate a color electric field

to drive pair production in the central region.

This bizarre model of nucleus-nucleus collisions, however

implausible, points out the danger of directly identifying

high central region multiplicity with impact parameter zero

collisions. These collisions are signaled by a violent nuclear

break-up, and this may be correlated with central region

multiplicity to check pictures of the collision dynamics.

After a correlation is established, a central multiplicity

trigger is justified. The attractive feature of this model

is that large fluctuations may allow occasional events with

large multiplicity and hence large energy density. If a prop-

er impact parameter trigger is ejtablished, this model of the

collision dynamics may be studied by the same techniques as

in the standard scenario, since particles are produced in an

inside-outside cascade and space, time, and p" are correlated.

A primary reason for using heavy nuclei to produce new

forms of matter is that the space-time volume of this matter

should be sufficiently large for thermalization to occur.

There are two types of thermalization: kinetic and chemical.

Signals for chemical equilibration are discussed later for

strange particle production. The issue of kinetic therraaliz-

ation is whether a sufficiently large number of particle
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collisions take place so that the hadronic matter is in local

thermal equilibrium. An interesting possible way of experi-

mentally probing thermalization is by studying jet production.

Bjorken has computed the dE/dx energy loss for quarks in a

quark-gluon plasma as dE/dx ~ 2-3 GeV/frn. A jet produced in

such a plasma is quickly quenched. Unless the jet is produced

near the surface of the plasma, it loses a significant energy

fraction while penetrating the nucleus. The existence of single

one sided jets would strongly suggest thermalization in nucleus-

nucleus collisions. A comparison of rates of jet production in

nucleus-nucleus co1 iisions to that in hadron-hadicon would probe

the surface thickness of the plasma.

The size of the plasma space-time volume may be studied

using a variety of haclronic and leptonic signals. The A dep-

endences of production processes may isolate the space-time

volume from which particles are emitted. The Pj_ distributions

may reflect the temperature and baryon number density at

which the particles are dominantly produced. A temperature

determination will have to be corrected for hydrodynamic ex-

pansion, and the effects of expansion may show up in the pj_

distributions. Since different hadron flavors have different

cross sections and different ir.ean free paths, flavor depend-

ences may reflect different space time intervals for particle

production. We shall soon discuss lepton probes in detail.

Another kinematic region where the effects of thermaliz-

ation might be seen is in the large x portion of the fragment-
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ation region. A depletion at moderately large x nay reflect

thermalization, but at extremely large x there should be an

excess since the plasma may emit hadrons well beyond the kin-

ematic limit associated with the energy per nucleon. Such an

effect mast be corrected for fermi motion. An excess of K'S

and A's in the fragmentation region is later discussed as a

signal for plasma formation.

Another probe of the space-time volume of a quark-gluon

plasma might arise from studying quantum mechanical interfer-

ences of particles produced during the hadronization of the

plasma. This subject has been extensively discussed by Willis.

Foi. nucleus-nucleus collisions, the density of produced part-

icles is so high that this method may even be extended to

ii:ulti-particle correlations. Although this method provides

a potentially very exciting tool for analyzing the plasma,

little theoretical work has been done to evaluate its utility

for ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions.

The most striking confirmation of the existence of a

quark-gluon plasma might be the existence of long lived,

21-23meta-stable droplets of quark-gluon matter. Such exotic

forms of matter were first suggested '.n another context by

24
Lee and Wick. The possible existence of such meta-stable

25matter is made more plausible by the recent theoretical and

computational results which strongly argue that the quark de-

confinement transition might be first order. The lifetime of

these forms of quark-gluon matter might be anywhere from a
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few times the time it takes light to travel a fermi to macro-

scopic lifetimes.

The most exciting (and implausible) situation would arise

if quark-gluon matter was meta-stable for weak interaction

lifetimes or longer. Such compressed hadronic matter would

have a smaller cross section for fixed baryon number than

would a corresponding nucleus. The binding energy of the

matter would very probably be higher than that for a nucleus

so that such a quark-gluon glob would form a penetrating hunk

of hadronic matter. It would also probably have an anomolous

charge to mass ratio, since the system might tend to neutral-

ize itself by becoming strange.

These hypothetical quark-gluon globs might also be signal-

ed by an explosive decay. This explosion might arise if the

conversion to ordinary hadronic matter proceeded by detonation.

The detonation of matter in a pipe is shown if Fig. (7). The

detonation proceeds by a shock wave propagating supersonically

through the supercooled media (2). Behind the shock front is

reheated ordinary hadronic matter. Immediately behind the

shock front is a similarity rarefraction wave. If the deton-

ation begins at the end of the pipe at x = t = 0, the rarefrac-

tion wave carries momentum P ~ x .. t. When the wave reaches

the end of the pipe it ejects matter with a large momentum.

The formation of a spherical detonation wave might hap-

pen in a quark-gluon glob if a sufficiently large nucleation

center of ordinary hadronic matter formed. The contents of
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the glob would convert to ordinary hadronic matter, and a

significant portion of the glob might be ejected with large Pj_.

This matter might be baryon rich, since the glob itself in

its ground state is baryon rich. The secondaries produced

from the glob might have small N /N , and might be composed

of an anomalously large fraction of a particles. These sec-

ondaries would therefore have small mean free paths, many

would have charge 2, and when they fragment, the tertiaries

would have small pj_ and more normal mean free path.

This exotic and somewhat contrived scenario explains the

2 7 —!? ft
main features of the Centauro and Chiron cosmic ray events.

Although the N^/Ng ratio of a ^lob may very well be too large

to explain Centauros, and the Chirons may be fluctuations in

conventional processes, these events do suggest some of the

unconventional phenomena which might take place for ultra-

relativistic he<;vy ion collisions. If Centauros are metastable

quark globs, a simple estimate based on the observed flux
4

suggests they are produced once in ~ 10 nucleus-nucleus inter-

actions at the top of the atmosphere.

A less exotic scenario for the mechanism in which a 1st

order transition might show up is in the production of high

P j_ fireballs. This mechanism is suggested by Bjorken's work

on PP collisions and arises from considering detonation waves

in a quark-gluon plasma. The discussion I present here was

derived in collaboration with N. Gyulassy and correspond to

established results for big bang cosmology.
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In an ultra-relativistic nuclear collision a rapidly

expanding hadronic matter distribution is produced. If this

matter is a quark-gluon plasma and if the confinement-decon-

finement phase transition is first order, the plasma might

supercool. This supercooled plasma might convert to ordinary

hadronic matter by forming detonation bubbles. This may

happen if surface burning of the quark-gluon plasma does not

32
have time to waste the plasma.

Detonation waves would have dramatic experimental conse-

quences. They might be signaled by fluctuations in dN/dy over

a unit or two of rapidity and large pj_. The average pj_ of

the detonation waves increases as the nuclear radius ~ A .

The final state distribution of hadrons would be approximately

azimuthally symmetric. A large fraction of the hadrons in the

rapidity interval corresponding to the detonation bubble

participate in the detonation. Some evidence for phenomena

of this type are found in cosmic ray events. A useful way

to look for the effects of such bubbles is vith rapidity gap

34correlations, and azimuthal angle-pseudorapidity distributions.

Even if the plasma does not convert to ordinary hadronic

matter by detonation, large fluctuations in dN/dy and correl-

ations between azimuthal angle and pseudo-rapidity may be

expected. Expanding matter distributions which undergo first

order phase transitions typically produce large scale density

fluctuations. The simplest example of this phenomena is the

formation of rain. Even matter distributions which are not
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expanding ofter. experience large scale density fluctuations,

for example, boiling ir.'er. A theoretical study of the mag-

nitude of density fluctuations under a variety of assumptions

about nucleation anu the strength of the phase transition

might clarify the status of such effects for nuclear collisions.

The study of fragments produced in the hydrodynamic ex-

pansion of matter produced in nuclear collisions may also

have practical applications in nuclear physics and nuclear

chemistry. In particular, the fragmentation region might have

a reasonable fraction of strangeness rich hypernuclear frag-

ments. Nuclei far from the island of stability might be

produced. Perhaps even multi-meson bound states might be

produced in the central region. The isolation and study of

the spectroscopy of such hypothetical fragments may yield

useful information about the nature of the nuclear force,

especially for hyperons.

Studies of lepton and photon production may provide clean

probes of the hadronic matter distribution produced in nuclear

collisions. ' These leptons and photons are produced

most copiously in the early stages of the collision when the

matter is hottest, and penetrate the hadron matter distribution

as a consequence of their long mean free paths. If leptons

and photons from the plasma can be disentangled from those

arising from incoherent hard quark scattering processes and

conventional soft hadronic processes, the temperature and

space-time volume of the plasma may be measured, and the quark
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distributions in the pla.sma abstracted. The photons from -;

decays provide a humonqous background for plasma photons.

Hard processes obscure plasma photons and leptons at a high

p± and large inclusive di-lepton masses. Even at low p±,

backgrounds from conventional hadronic processes are potent-

ially large. The magnitude of these effects relative to the

plasma contribution is difficult to assess, due in part to

the non-perturbative nature of the plasma contributions. Ex-

plicit perturbative computations are mildly encouraging that

a signal may arise if the correct kinematic range is studied.

Assuming that a plasma contribution may be isolated, the

pj distribution of photons and di-leptons indicates the

primeval plasma temperature before expansion and cooling. The

A dependence of the production rate gives information about

the space-time volume of the production process. A factor of

A arises from the plasma volume. A factor of t gives the

time the plasma remains hot, and this may vary from A to ~ 1-2

depending upon the model for the plasma expansion and whether

the central region or fragmentation region is probed. Since

4 1/3the maximum plasma temperature grows as E ~ T ~ A , the

temperature of the plasma influences the A dependence of the

total rate also. The study and analysis of these plasma

photons and leptons will probably be involved. The possibil-

ity that a large increase in photon and lepton production occurs

if the pla , forms is difficult to assess.

Strange particle production might be enhanced if a quark-
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39-41gluon plasma is formed. In a hot plasma in chemical

equilibrium, there are equal numbers of up, down, and stra ge

quarks. Charm and higher mass quarks are suppressed at the

temperatures relevant here. A difficulty with this scenario

is that the plasma must live long enough that strange quarks

come into equilibrium with up and down quarks, but this seems

40-41marginally to be true. In order to observe these strange

quarks, they must survive expansion and hadronization. If
*

the expansion is gentle enough so that net too many K 's are

produced which subsequently decay into KIT systems and pollute

14a K signal, copious kaons might be seen. Strange baryons

might also arise, and the situation for final state pollution

might be less severe since strange baryons preferentially

decay by pion emission to strange baryons and eventually become

A's.

As discussed by Elbert and Stanev, the copious formation

of strange particles combined v̂ ith a quark-gluon plasma form-

ation in the fragmentation region might be observed in the

4 2distributions of muons produced in air showers. The ratio

of muons to dimuons is sensitive to such an effect. Includ-

ing a component of nucleus-nucleus collisions with plasma

formation seems to improve agreement between theory and ex-

periment for underground muon experiments.

An issue which has been ignored in this discussion is the

possibility of a chiral symmetry restoration phase transit-

43-44
ion. There is now some weak evidence from lattice Monte-
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Carlo computations that this phase transition is another aspect

of the confinement-deconfinement phase transition. The poss-

ibility that these transitions are distinct cannot be ruled

43-44out. Many of the probes discussed above for studying a

plasma and phase changes carry over to the analysis of a

chiral symmetry phase transition. A suggestion has been madi

44
that resonance widths might probe chiral symmetry restoration.

Since resonance widths are broadened by the presence of ordin-

ary hadronic matter, this signal is a little hazy. Since the

chiral symmetry phase transition is a relatively new subject,

the future will probably bring a cornucopia of suggestions for

probing this phase transition if it is in fact distinct from

a confinement-deconfinement transition.

In ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, perhaps the

unexpected is to be expected. This appears to be the case for

the mysterious anomalons found at energies E/N ~ l-2GeV/nuc-

45-46

leon. Evidence from these experiments suggests that in-

cident nuclei such as iron may produce secondaries with a

factor of 10 smaller mean free path than iron. There has

been no entirely satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon.

If anomalons are free quarks bound with a large number of
4 7 — 4 8

nucleons, ' they would have fractional charge and this is

not observed. A free gluon would probably be more difficult

to produce than a free quark since a gluon has a higher

color charge. If quark-gluon globs are produced, it

would seem likely that the globs would have long mean free
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paths. The explanations of color polarized matter and toroid-

al nuclei seem difficult since the production cross section

and lifetime of anomalons are so large. Perhaps higher energy

experiments will give some insight on this major loose end

of Bevalac experiments. At the very least, anomalons provide

an example of the variety of new phenomena and new theoretical

ideas which may be required to understand ultra-rel?tivistic

nuclear collisions.
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